This policy is in addition to the Club Sports Practice, Event Hosting and COVID-19 Testing Policies.

No exceptions to this policy are permitted without written consent from UW-Whitewater Club Sports and the UW-Whitewater Emergency Operations Center/Exceptions Committee. All events will follow these “umbrella” policies; however, specifics may need to be addressed depending on the activity/sport/discipline traveling.

Each member of a traveling team must perform a COVID self-assessment each day BEFORE and AFTER an event. This includes going through the appropriate testing procedures.

When applicable, vehicle use/passengers will be assigned based on living/pod arrangements.

No more than four passengers in a single vehicle, including vans.

It is encouraged passengers wear masks/face coverings when in a vehicle.

Club teams are encouraged to have a schedule that does not require overnight lodging.

When possible, travel will be limited to in-state, or a 3-hour travel radius around the UW-Whitewater campus.

When applicable, lodging/room arrangements will be based on vehicle assignments.

No more than two (2) individuals permitted in a single hotel room, regardless of room size.

Only one (1) person may sleep in a bed, regardless of bed size.

Members must wipe down surfaces upon entering a vehicle and hotel room.

Members must wash hands immediately upon entering the site of competition.

Team meals are not permitted. Traveling members are responsible for their own meals.

Each member of a club will travel with pocket-sized hand sanitizer and travel sanitizing wipes.

Each member shall travel with a minimum of two masks for each day of their trip (one for competition, one for casual day-to-day activity).

Any club member exhibiting signs and symptoms of any illness mid-travel is to refrain from going to the site of competition. If someone becomes ill mid-travel, their vehicle must return to Whitewater immediately and follow procedures as outlined via the “Warhawks Return Document”.

Club teams must adhere to the UW-Whitewater social covenant and also are expected to adhere to any guidelines put in-place by the host institution/organization. This includes adapting to any city, county, municipal and/or state policies designed for the health and safety of participating members; even if said policies vary from those in-place at UW-Whitewater.

This policy is subject to change as situations/conditions involving the pandemic evolve.
Questions and/or concerns should be addressed to clubsports@uww.edu.